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2010 Winter Session (2010-2011 Academic Year) 
ENGL 222: Literature in Canada (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Katja Thieme 
Section: 008 
Term: 2 
 
Course Description: 
In this course we will examine key developments in the production and discussion of Canadian 
literature from the 1900s to the 1990s.  Our readings will take us from the interwar years and the 
Great Depression to the social challenges of the 1960s and questions of poststructuralism and post-
colonialism in the 1980s.  A substantial portion of this survey course will be devoted to work by First 
Nations authors. 
 
As we travel through the century, we will pay attention to the historical situations to which these texts 
respond.  We will study the connections that writers and scholars make between historical situations 
and literary forms.  For instance, when reading J.G. Sime’s short stories, we will investigate the 
relationship between the increased visibility of urban labour and the use of a documentary style of 
writing. Or, when discussing A.J.M. Smith’s poetry we will think about how his critiques of political 
nationalism are related to his use of free verse.  Or, when studying one of Thomas King’s novels, we 
will consider the dispersed nature of his narrative in the context of storytelling traditions. 
 
Since this is a writing intensive course, we will also devote a good amount of time to writing and 
research. Assignments will include an annotated bibliography, a research paper, and a presentation 
along with various exercises. 
 
Prerequisites: 
EITHER (a) ARTS 001, OR (b) two of ENGL 100, 110, 111, 112, 120, 121, OR (c) ASTU 100A (6 
credits), OR (d) ASTU 100B (3 credits) and one of ENGL 110, 111, 120, 121, OR (e) ASTU 150 and one 
of ENGL 110, 111, 120, 121, OR 6 transfer credits of first-year English. 


